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In 1191, Tits described a method of constructing a Lie algebra of type E, 
over an arbitrary field k from an exceptional central simple Jordan algebra J 
and a quaternion algebra % defined over k. Using the well-known classifica- 
tion criteria of Cartan [3], he showed that this construction yields representa- 
tives of all isomorphism classes of real forms of E, . In this paper, we obtain 
the same result for algebras of type E, over algebraic number fields 
(Theorem 4.3) making use of the Hasse principle for H1 of a simply connected 
algebraic group of type E, [7] and the p-adic classification results of 
Kneser [ll]. We obtain, in fact, a Hasse principle for lP of the adjoint group 
of type E, (Theorem 2.8), which yields necessary and sufficient conditions 
for isomorphism of two k-forms of E, in terms of the local behavior of the 
constituent Jordan algebra J and the k-structure of s%. In Section 5, we 
investigate the particular class of k-forms of ET that arise as derivation algebras 
of Freudenthal triple systems and apply the classification results of Section 4 
to prove that every exceptional Freudenthal triple system over an algebraic 
number field is reduced. Finally, we apply the results of Section 5 to obtain 
classification of algebras of type EsII with split enveloping algebra over 
algebraic number fields, this last result having also been obtained by 
T. A. Springer by different methods in an unpublished work. 
We assume throughout that char k = 0, though the results relating 
algebras of type E, to Freudenthal triple systems (Section 3, 5.2 and 5.3) 
remain valid for char k # 2, 3. 
1 
For an arbitrary field k with algebraic closure K, a Lie algebra 2 defined 
over k is a k-form of ET (or of type E7 over k) if & = 2 Ok K is of type E, 
in the classification of Killing-Cartan. Given such an !& one has a natural 
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action of the Galois group r(K/k) on & via s --f A(s) = I @ s. Relative to 
this action, L! is precisely the set of I’(K/k) fixed elements (&)r. If 2 is 
another k-form of E, , 2 = (&)r, there is a K-isomorphism f: I?!, -+ GK . 
f-r($) is then a k-subalgebra of I& that is k-isomorphic to 3. f-r(Q) = (.13,)r 
relative to the action s + f-‘(I @ s) f = B(s). It is well known [9] that there 
arises in this way a l-l correspondence between isomorphism classes of 
k-forms of E, and equivalence classes of r(K/k)-actions (s acting as an 
s-semiautomorphism) on &, where actions s + B(s), s -3 C(s) are equivalent 
if and only if there is an A E Aut I& such that RB(s)A-l = C(s) for all s E r 
(A induces a k-isomorphism from the B(r)-fixed points to the C(r)-fixed 
points). If one associates to each r(K/k)-action B the I-cocycle s + B(s)A(s)-I, 
this l-l correspondence gives rise to the well-known result [16]: The 
isomorphism classes of k-forms of E, are in l-l correspondence with the 
elements of W(I’(K/k), Aut f?,), where the I’(K/k)-action on Aut tiK is given 
by “g = A(s)gA(s)-l. 
The explicit correspondence, for later reference, is given by 
PROPOSITION 1 .I. Let !i! be a k-form of E, . Define r(K/k)-action on 
Aut 5& via L! as above. Then, y  E Hl(r(K/k), Aut 2,) corresponds to the set 
of fixedpoints of {y(s) A(s) 1 s E r(K/k)}. 
Henceforth, for the sake of simplicity, we shall denote by Hi(k, G) the 
cohomology set Hi(I’(K/k), G). Al so, as we have done already in Proposi- 
tion 1.1, we shall write, for a cocycle y, y E Hi(k, G) while intending 
{y> E HV, G). 
The correspondence of Proposition 1.1, while stated for k-forms of E, , 
is, of course, valid for k-forms of any algebraic structure, a fact we shall 
exploit in Section 3. 
2 
Let !i! be a k-form of E, . Then, Aut !& is an adjoint algebraic group of 
type E, that, with the r(K/k)-action of Section 1, is defined over k. Thus, 
there is a simply connected algebraic group of type E, , defined over k, and a 
k-homomorphism p such that 
l-+-Z~~--P-tAut!&-+l (1) 
is exact. Moreover, Z = center e is cyclic of order 2, hence, it is a trivial 
r(K/k)-module. Setting G = Aut & we have the cohomology sequence 
H”(k, c) 2 H1(k, 2) --% Hl(k, G) .% Hl(k, G) 2 H2(k, Z), (2) 
which is exact in the sense of cohomology sets [17]. 
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If y E Ip(k, G), the entire sequence (2) can be “twisted” by y to give a new 
exact sequence 
H”(k, $) L W(k, 2) ++ Hl(k, $) % W(k, $) .d H2(k, 2) (3) 
There is then a bijection T,,: fP(k, G) ---f Ip(k, ,,@ such that (i) T,,(Y) = 1, and 
(ii) for /3 E Hl(k, @, d(y) = d(p) in (2) if and only if ,,d(7@)) = 1, [16]. 
An immediate consequence of the exactness of (3) and the existence of rV is 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If W(k, C?) = 0 f  or every simply connected algebraic 
group of type ET deJned over k, A is injective. 
This is made particularly useful by 
THEOREM 2.2 (Kneser [ll]). If k is a p-adic field, then W(k, G) = 0 for 
every semisimple simply connected algebraic group de$ned over k. 
We thus have 
COROLLARY 2.3. If k is p-adic, A is injective. 
For the remainder of this section, k will be an algebraic number field, 
S will be the set of prime spots, and k, will be the completion of k at p. We 
denote by S, the set of p E S such that k, g R and let t,: k, -+ R be that 
isomorphism. 
For any algebraic group G defined over 12, we have the natural mappings 
H*(k, G) --+ W(k, , G), which make the following diagram (with exact rows) 
commute: 
4 
Hl(k, Z) - Hl(k, C?) & Hl(k, e) ’ - H2(k, Z) 
fl W(k; , Z) -+ JJ H1(iD , c?) 3 n H’(;, , G) -+ n H2;, , Z). 
1 1 1 1 
(4) 
uss, WS, DES PES 
(We restrict to p E S, in I-J Hl(k, , e) as a consequence of Theorem 2.2.) 
Here G is an adjoint group of type E, defined over k, G is a simply connected 
covering group. 
Analyzing the mappings of (4) we have 
LEMMA 2.4. d is injective. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the interpretation of 
H2(k, Z,) as the classes of central associative division algebras of exponent 
<2 [17] and the Hasse principle for such algebras [4]. 
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LEMMA 2.5. b is bijective. 
This is just the statement of the Hasse principle 
THEOREM 2.6 (Harder [7]). Let G be a simply connected linear algebraic 
group defined over k and containing no factor of type E, . Then, 6: W(k, c) - 
I-l ES* IP(k, , l?) is bijective. 
LEMMA 2.7. a is surjtxtive. 
Proof. For p E S, , k, z R, hence, iF(k, , 2) s Z, . For 
w E fl Hl(k, ,z> 
PES, 
let S,,,+ = {p E S, j w(p) is the trivial homomorphism}, S,- = S, - S,+. 
Since there exist elements in k with arbitrarily prescribed signs at the real 
spots, we can select a E k such that t,(a) > 0 if p E SW+, t,(a) < 0 if p E S,-. 
If w,, E Hom(r(K/k), Z,) G W(k, 2) is g iven by s(aliz) = w,,(s) alIz, one sees 
easily that a(w,) = w. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 2.8. Let G be an adjoint algebraicgroup of type E7 de$ned over k. 
Then c: Hl(k, G) --f nVES H’(k, , Q is injective. 
Proof. Suppose 8, y E Hl(k, e), c(y) = c(p). By Lemma 2.4 and the 
commutativity of (4), we have d(y) = &I). Twisting the sequence by y, we 
can assume y = 1, A(/?) = 1 in (3). The result then follows from Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.7, and a simple diagram chase. 
If we consider the sequence (2) with e = Aut(&,), , where !i,?, is a split 
k-form of E, (hence, e is a Chevalley group over k), interpreting as above the 
elements of W(k, C) as classes of k-forms of E, , and those of H2(k, 2) as 
central simple associative k-algebras of exponent <2, we can interpret A 
as assigning to each isomorphism class {f!} of k-forms of E, , a class A{2} of 
associative division algebras. For ease of notation, we shall designate isomor- 
phism classes by representatives. Thus, we have a natural mapping !i? + A(Q) 
(if we were to take other than f?, as defining the Galois action in (2) we would 
obtain a dilfent mapping via A). 
In this context we can rephrase Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 2.8: 
COROLLARY 2.9. If k isp-adic, f!, 2 k-fwms of E, , then L! s Q if and only 
if A(e) = A(@. 
THEOREM 2.10. If k is an algebraic number Jield and 2, 2 are k-forms 
of E, , then !i$, s &, for allp E S implies 2 s 2 (where &, denotes !&J. 
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To obtain specific information about the k-forms of E7, we introduce in 
this section, an explicit realization of the groups I? and e in the sequence (1). 
We take J to be the split exceptional central simple Jordan algebra over k 
with generic trace T, generic norm N, and denote by 3, the space of elements 
of trace zero, by x# the “adjoint” of x in J [8]. Der J, the algebra of k-deriva- 
tions of J, is a split simple Lie algebra of type F4, and 3, as Der s-module, 
decomposes as kl @ Jo. We take m(J) = ((.$, q, x, y) 1 [, r) E k, x, y E J} and 
define, for Xi = (& , rli , xi , yd 
Then, !UQ,) is a Freudenthal triple system relative to the ternary product 
(X, Y, Z) -+ XYZ such that (X, YZW) = 4(X, Y, Z, IV), the right side 
denoting the linearized version of the quartic form Q [ 131. 
The algebra of derivations, Der ‘%R(s) = (D E End !UZ(~) 1 D(XYZ) = 
D(x)YZ + XD(Y)Z + XYD(Z)} is a split form of E, (it is in fact the 
algebra of endomorphisms preserving ( , ) and Q “infinitesimally”), 
Aut(Der()m(&))) is thus the adjoint Chevalley group of type E, defined over 
k. Aut %R(&) is a simply connected covering group for Aut(Der(W(&))) via 
the mapping T --+ p( T), p( T): D -+ TDT-l with kernel {&I} [2]. 
Setting G = Aut(Der(llOZQK))), e = Aut ‘$R(J,) in (2) we interpret, as in 
Section 1, W(k, G) as the set of isomorphism classes of k-forms of the 
Freudenthal triple system %Q&). We call such systems exceptioanl 
Freudenthal triple systems over k. Utilizing (2) and the explicit description 
of the k-form, cohomology class correspondence of Proposition 1.1, we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let W be an exceptional Freudenthal triple system over k: 
y E Hl(k, G) the corresponding cohomology class. Then, Der ‘$2 is the k-form of 
Der(fl&)) with corresponding cohomology class p,(y) E H1(k, c). 
The exactness of (2) thus yields 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let !i! be a k-form of E, . Then, A(!i?) = k if and only ;f 
there is an exceptional Freudenthal triple system !UI such that f? g Der 9.R 
In particular, for any exceptional central simple Jordan algebra 3 over k 
m(S), defined as above, is a k-form of %R(‘&); hence, Der %I@) is a k-form 
of E, with A(Der m(3)) = k. 
Our explicit realization of (2) also gives some additional information about 
the algebras A(f?), namely, 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let II? be a k-form of E, . Then, index A(Q) / 8. 
Proof. Since exponent A(C) < 2, ind A(9) = 2z, 1 > 0. 
Considering the commutative diagram 
Hl(k, cl?) A Hl(k, c) ’ - H2(k, 2) 
1 1 1 Hl(k, =(!JKk))) - f-W, PWWM)) + Ha@, 2>, 
with vertical maps induced by the obvious group injections, 
2 = center SL(!Dl(&)), 
we see that for any !& A(!S) is the division algebra part of a form of End !IQ(&), 
hence, ind A(9) 1 dim %N(Jx) = 56. 
Of particular interest to us is the construction due to Tits [19]: let ‘% be a 
quaternion algebra over K, let 3 be an exceptional central simple Jordan 
algebra over k, and form the vector space e(2f, 5) = %s @ 3 + Der 5, where 
‘&, is the space of elements of trace zero in ‘%. e(%, 3), with product 
[aOx+Q,bOy+&l 
= [a, 4 0 XY - a 0 Q(4 + b 0 Q(Y) + GWW,, &I + PI, Ql), 
([a, b] = ab - ba, t the trace form in %, R=: y + y * x in 3) is a simple Lie 
algebra. It has been shown in [8] that when ‘% g k, , f!(‘%, 3) z Der %I@,). 
In particular, this implies ti(%, 5) is a K-form of E, . Corollary 3.2 yields one 
direction of 
LEMMA 3.4. A(!tl!(%, 3)) = k if and only if’% r k, . 
Proof. It remains to show that A5?((2l, 3)) = k implies ‘% split. By 
Corollary 3.2, A(G(‘+X, 3)) = k implies e(‘%, 3) s Der W, a an exceptional 
Freudenthal triple system over k. Thus, e(‘%, 3) has a 56-dimensional 
module !$lI over k. Extending the base field to K, we see that !I?& is the unique 
56-dimensional module for the split algebra f?(2&, 3,). It follows from the 
results of [19], the characterization of the automorphism group of E7 [15], 
and the specific form of the isomorphism !G(K, , 3K) + Der !B@,) [8], that 
mIC, viewed as Des $,-module is a direct sum of a four-dimensional trivial 
module IozKo, and two copies of irreducible modules isomorphic to (3K)o . 
Moreover, %JIKO is an irreducible (&), @ l-module. By standard_ descent 
arguments, this implies that the trivial component of llJE as Der J-module 
is a four-dimensional, absolutely irreducible lu, @ l-module, %, @ 1 is 
isomorphic as Lie algebra to the derived algebra of %, hence, it is of type A, . 
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If 9l is not split, ‘&, does not admit a four-dimensional absolutely irreducible 
module (tensoring the regular representation of (%,), with the irreducible 
four-dimensional (Q),-module yields a sum of three irreducible, inequivalent 
modules of dimensions 2,4, and 6, hence, the same is true for the k-representa- 
tions of ‘u, . But if 2Is has a two-dimensional nontrivial module, 2X0, and 
hence, 2l, is split). Thus, ‘$I must be split as desired. This yields immediately 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let ‘8 be a quaternion algebra over 12, 3 as above. Then, 
d(!i?(‘%, 3)) = 2I (identifu k with k,for convenience). 
Proof. Suppose d(!Z(lu, 5)) = b and let L 5 k be a generic splitting 
field for 2l. From the related ‘cohomology sequences we see that 23L = 
WY% 3 ft )> L , an d since act is split, br. s L, by Lemma 3.4. By properties of 
generic splitting fields [14], either b z ‘% or b s k, . If 93 z k, , Lemma 3.4 
implies Cu z k, , so the result follows. 
The result 3.5 has been proved by Tits in [18] in a more general setting. 
We include a proof here because of its very simple nature. 
4 
With the results of Sections 2 and 3, we now can treat easily the classifica- 
tion questions for k-forms of E, for k real, p-adic, or an algebraic number 
field. The case k a finite field is well known, the only k-form of E, is the split 
form which is isomorphic to 2(k, , J), J split. 
For k p-adic we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Let k be p-adic, 2 of type E7 over k. Then, 2 E !2(‘2l, J) for 
some 2& 3 as in Section 3. Moreover, !2(%, 3) z 2(%‘, J’), if and oni$ if 
2l g 2s. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.9, A is injective into the classes of k-algebras of 
exponent 62. Since these are precisely the quaternion algebras, the a(%, J) 
exhaust all possibilities. The sufficiency of % s ‘$I’ follows since all p-adic J 
are split. 
For the real case we invoke the results of Tits [19], which are analyzed in 
detail in [S]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I! be an R-form of E, , then, 2 s a(‘$ J) for some %, 
3, as in Section 3. Moreover, any two real forms are isomorphic if and only if 
they have the same signature for their Killing forms. 
Recalling that any real 3 is isomorphic to an algebra sj(Ds , y), symmetric 
3 x 3 matrices with entries in a composition octonion algebra 0 of type 
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(-I, - 1, p) relative to conjugation by y = diag{l, 1, p} [I], we will be 
able to analyze isomorphism of forms if we can compute signatures for 
e(‘$I, Js(Da , y)). From [B], we obtain the following table of signatures 
p>o,p>o p>o,p<o p<o,p>o p<o,p<o 
2I split 7 7 -25 -25 
% compact -5 -5 -133 -5 
(5) 
Clearly, by Proposition 3.5, ?I g 2I’ is a necessary condition for !$@I, J) g 
qw, 37. 
. 
Finally, for number fields we have 
THEOREM 4.3. Let k be an algebraic number Jield, let !i? be a k-form of E, . 
Then, !2 s 2(‘%, J) for some ‘2X, J, as in Section 3. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, it suffices to find ‘?2l, J such that for all p E S, 
$(‘&, , J,) s !&, . Since k is a number field, exponent d(!Z) < 2 implies 
d(g) is a quaternion algebra. Setting ‘$I = A(&?), we see that for any 3, and 
any finite p, 9(%, ,3,) s .f?= since A(&, , 3,) = $?ID by Proposition 3.5, and 
A(2), = A(!&,) (using Theorem 4.1). The same is true for all p such that 
k, g C, so we need only look at p E S, . Let p, ,...,pk E S, be such that 
Ki is split, P,+, ,...,p, such that ‘&,, is compact. For each i, select a real 
octonion algebra Dj = (- 1, - 1, pi), and a yi = diag(1, 1, pi} so that 
5&i g i?(‘2& , &(Qi, yi)). Pick p E k such that t&) > 0 if pi > 0, t,f(p) < 0 
ifpi<Oforl <i<k;t&)<Ofork+l <i<n.Similarly,prckpEk 
such that t,,(p) is arbitrary for 1 < i < k; tPi(p) > 0 if pi < 0, pi > 0, t,,(p) < 0 
otherwise for k + 1 < i & n. Using (5), we see that !G(‘%, $j(D, , Y)‘))~ s & 
forallpES, whereD = (-1, -l,p),y = diag(1, l,p}. 
Since every exceptional central simple Jordan algebra over k is isomorphic 
to some fi(Q , y), 0 = (- 1, - 1, ,u), y = diag{l, 1, p}, [l], we have in 
fact, using the local information of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, complete classifica- 
tion of k-forms of E, , k a number field. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
for isomorphism of e(‘%, J) and f!(‘W, J’), involving only properties of 
J, J’, ‘%, ?I’ over k (not directly using local results) are not known. 
5 
The E, , exceptional Freudenthal triple system connection exploited in 
Section 3 in studying k-forms of E, , also can be used, in conjunction with the 
classification results of Sections 3 and 4 to obtain structural information about 
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Freudenthal triple systems over special fields. We recall that a Freudenthal 
triple system ‘?BI is reduced if 9R contains a strictly regular element u. By [6], m 
is reduced if and only if ‘9X g %R(J) f or some exceptional central simple 
Jordan algebra over k. Our main result here will be 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ‘9JJ be an exceptional Freudenthal triple system over k, k 
real, p-adic, or an algebraic number jield. Then, !LR is reduced. 
For the proof, we investigate more closely the ‘%I t) Der 9.X correspondence, 
obtaining first 
LEMMA 5.2. Let %I, 9X’ be exceptional Freudenthal triple systems over k. 
Then, Der !QI s Der %I’ ;f  and only if there is p’ E Hom(%R, W) such that 
q’(p’(m)) = x’q(m) for all m E %I, some jixed A’ E k*. 
Proof. Consider the sequence (2) with e = Aut 2X(&), as in Section 3. 
If 9JI corresponds to y E fP(k, G), we twist the sequence by y and assume, 
in (3), that %B corresponds to 1 E Hl(k, $), 9X’ corresponds to T. Then, 
Der Eoz g Der !lJY is equivalent, by Lemma 1, to ,,P~(T) = 1. Exactness of (3) 
yields T = &(t), 5 E P(k, i&l}). Since &-l E Ip(k, K*) = (l} (Hilbert’s 
theorem 90), there is X E K* such that E;l = (h-l)% ,i#) = 7 implies 
there is v E Aut !Bl(J,) such that +asv = [, for all s E r(K/k), hence, 
(p+lTQa(ph) = 1. Interpreting this in W(k, ,,GL(!UI(g,))), we see that 
v’ = + is a k-linear transformation of !UI onto %B’, and since v preserves the 
quartic form on a(&), 9’ satisfies the condition of the lemma. 
The reverse direction is clear since conjugation by ‘p’ yields the desired 
isomorphism. 
If %Q in Lemma 5.2 is reduced, hence, 9B s 9X(J) for some 3, the proof of 
Corollary 7.3 of [6] can be modified to show that !lX is also reduced, that 
h’ = p2, p E k*, and that ($(mi), cp’(ms))’ = fp(mI , m2) for all mi E W. 
Moreover, the transformation T = 1,” given by (15) of [6] satisfies q( T(m,)) = 
p2dml), <WQ T(m2D = h ( p m, , m2), the sign depending on whether 
r = (12), or 7r = (1). Thus, v/T-l: W-+9X’ preserves both the quartic 
form and the skew bilinear form, and hence, is an isomorphism, so we have 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let llJz, 9X’ be as in Lemma 5.2, ‘%I reduced. Then, 
Der~~Der%R’ifandonZyif~~%R’. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is now immediate, since if ‘%I is an exceptional 
Freudenthal triple system, Der m is a k-form of E, that satisfies d(e) = k 
by Corollary 3.2. By Theorem 4.1, 4.2, or 4.3, we have 2 g 2(2X’, y), 
and by Lemma 3.4, %’ z k, . The results of [8] then imply !Z s Der %X(x) 
for some exceptional central simple Jordan algebra 3. Thus, Der %X s 
Der ‘$JQ’), and since m(y) is reduced, so is !BI by Corollary 5.3. 
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6 
In the light of the results of [5] and [6], we can utilize Theorem 5.1 to 
classify Lie algebras of type EBII with split envelope, showing in particular 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f? be of type ES,, eve-r a real, p-adic, or algebraic number 
field k. If f?* (dejned as in [5]) z L,, , L = k(M2), then 2 g 9(s)A = 
{hl/2R,+DIa~J,,D~Der3)f or some exceptional central simple Jordan 
algebra J over k. 
This will extend Theorem 5 of [5] to include algebraic number fields with 
the additional hypothesis !IZ* split. 
The results of Section 5 are necessary to prove 
LEMMA 6.2. Let J be exceptional central simple Jordan over k, k, L as in 
Theorem 6.1, and let s denote the nontrivial k-au&morphism of L. Let C be an 
s-semilinear transformation of J satisfying (i) N(C(x)) = pN(x)* for all x E 3, 
some p E k*, and (ii) Ct = C, t denoting transpose relative to T( , ) in J. Then, 
thee is y E J such that C(y) = py#, p EL*, N(y) # 0. 
Proof. Consider the transformation S = C& of [6] acting in m(3). 
S is clearly an s-semiautomorphism of m(J), and by (ii), S2 = 1. The fixed 
points of S in VI(s) are thus a k-form of LDZ&), hence, they are an excep- 
tional Freudenthal triple system !VI over k. By Theorem 5.1,llJz is reduced and 
the Lemma follows immediately from [6, Lemma 8.11. 
Turning now to the proof of Theorem 6.1, we recall first that under the 
assumptions of the theorem, QL g f?(S) = {R, + D 1 T(a) = 0, D E Der 5} 
[a. Moreover, 3 can be replaced by any isotope 3(e) [SJ. Using an argument 
analogous to that preceding [5, Lemma 31 (which depends only on 3 being 
reduced) we may assume f! = (1 E e(J) j 1 = -C-WC}, where C satisfies 
the assumptions of Lemma 6.2. By the Lemma, there is invertible y E 3 
such that C(y-‘) = p (y-l)#, p EL*. Since in $#g), the trace bilinear form 
is T@)(v, w) = T(U,(v), w) [12], the transpose relative to T(Y) is Xtu = 
lJ;‘XtUV . Setting D = UC%, we have, thus, 
L! = {I E i?(fj”‘) 1 I = -D-llt@}, 
where D( y-l) = U;‘C( y-l) = pU,-,((y-‘)#) = pN(y-l) U9-l(y) = 
pN(y-l)y-l, and Dtu = D. By results of [IO, p. 2441, D is thus a scalar 
multiple of an s-semiautomorphism A of 3(y), which is self adjoint, hence, of 
order 2. The result follows as in [5, Theorem 3, Corollary]. 
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